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gov.in.Q: Most efficient way to
query for table? I have a table
with millions of entries that i
want to query for values in a
particular field. I want to sort

the results by one or more
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fields. Currently, i'm doing this:
select * from myTable where

field = 'value1' order by fieldA,
fieldB, fieldC limit 200; Is there
a better way to do this query in
terms of performance? EDIT:
The columns being sorted are
not indexed and this is being

performed on an oldish (9-year-
old) production database. The
table is read-heavy and i don't

think the queries are going to be
doing anything particularly
complex. A: You can use
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INNER JOIN. Here is the
example: SELECT * FROM
TABLE1 T1 INNER JOIN

TABLE2 T2 ON T1.ID = T2.ID
WHERE T2.FIELD =

'FIELD_VALUE' ORDER BY
T1.FIELD1, T2.FIELD2,
T1.FIELD3 I assume that
table1.id is the foreign key

column in table2. Note that this
method will require more

processing time than simply
ordering by the 'FIELD1',

'FIELD2', 'FIELD3' columns as
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shown in your original query.
Memphis Medical Center

Memphis Medical Center is a
nonprofit health care system

located in Memphis, Tennessee.
The system has three hospitals
and four medical schools. It is
the largest medical provider in
the state of Tennessee and the
seventh largest hospital system
in the United States. History

The Memphis Medical Center
traces its history to The Medical

College of Memphis, the first
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medical school in the city. The
original hospital was The Clinic,

a short-lived organization that
opened in 1843 and was

purchased by a group of former
students who raised money from

local businessmen for a new
building. The Clinic soon

became known as Memphis City
Hospital and was moved across

the street to be closer to the
center of the city. The hospital
was renamed to The Memphis

City Hospital, then to The
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Shelby County Hospital. In
1947, The Shelby County

Hospital was built at Mulberry
Drive and North Parkway in
East Memphis. In 1952, it

became known as The Memphis
City Hospital. The hospital was
renovated in 1992 and expanded

in 2003. The facility's name
changed to The North Hospital,

then the Mid-South Clinic
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February 11, 2016 - He
deliberately insulted the Prophet
(peace and blessings be upon
him) in his books. DO NOT
READ HIS BOOKS - FOR
REFERENCE ONLY.
Transcript ... "I say - I'm not a
Christian (unfortunately, I could
not give a name), and I'm not a
Jew - I'm a Muslim. And I say -
I'm not a Muslim. I'm a Muslim,
but I'm not an Arab. I'm a
Muslim, I'm Jewish, I'm
Egyptian And I don't know what
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I'll be yet - I'm not sure..."
(Interview with New York
Review Of Books June 9, 2011)
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